AGENDA FOR THE TRANSFORMATIVE EDUCATIONAL FORUM (TEF) 
PLANNING MEETING 
THURSDAY, MAY 27, 2010, 8:30 – 17:30 
CONFERENCE ROOM B, US MISSION, GENEVA, SWITZ.

8:30 – 8:45 COFFEE RECEPTION 

8:45 – 9:00 Dr. Leonard Ferrari, Provost ,NPS welcomes all, makes Opening Remarks 
• Introduces Dick Wilbur, US Mission 
• Explains genesis of Global Forum of Forums Concept 
• How Education is seen as potential “Security” issue 
• Frame Systems of Systems Concept when addressing these “Global Challenges” 
• Introduces Ambassador King 

9:00 – 9:20 Ambassador Betty King Welcomes Attendees 
• Brief Opening Remarks 
• Attendees Introduce themselves to Ambassador King ( Name, Title, Affiliation) 

9:20 – 10:00 2-3 Minute Attendee Intros – All attendees provide their interests and background. 

10:00 – 10:20 Framework for the Meeting—June Gorman, Education Chair, UNA-USA 
• A Frame to Begin: Education of the Past vs. Education of the Future? 
• Education for what Outcomes? 
• Education for what World? 
• What do we mean by “Transformative Education?” 

10:20-10:30 BREAK 

10:30 – 11:30 Begin the Group Roundtable informal discussion on main components and ideas that would transform education for “a sustainable world” 
• What main “thrusts” would this “transformative” model(s) include? 
• How would the larger TEF Forum best address these models? 
• What ideas and experiences are potentially “transformative” education models? 

11:00 – 12:30 Break out groups based on areas determined above 

12:30 – 1:30 Hosted lunch in Conference Room (informal group discussions continue)
1:30 – 2:00 An Example: Hands-On Climate Change Class Demonstration Model
Jim Callahan, Climatechangeeducation.org presents:
“A Planetary View of Our Planet and Climate Change”

2:00 – 3:00 Full Group Report from break out groups
- Critical concepts or foci
- What needs further development for TEF

3:00-3:15 BREAK

3:15 – 4:00 Finalization of Future Visioning:: The Real TEF
- Decision Points
- When?
- Where? Best Location for best accessibility and organization?
- Who? List of Invitees especially from different International Regions
- How? Funding mechanisms, possible support especially for travel
- Draft Proposal Topics and Refine

4:00 – 5:00 Final Thoughts
- Edited Volume for TEF--Brainstorming
- The Topics/foci/directions
- Open Room for Open Thoughts?
- Where do we leave “space” for creativity?

5:00 – 5:15 Conclusion/Closing Remarks

5:45 No Host Gathering (Location TBD)